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Right in time for Christmas: Speedlink presents some
small as well as some big surprises for Nintendo’s
handheld console and the Sony PlayStation 4
Weertzen, 18 December 2017: With an extensive lineup of accessories
for the Nintendo Switch and PlayStation 4, the electronics specialist
Speedlink is sure to light up everyone’s face this Christmas – whether
it’s a big or small console gaming gift.
There’s a huge selection to choose from for these popular consoles ranging
from practical gadgets like the GLANCE PRO screen protector for the
Nintendo Switch display, colourful accessories like the STIX Joy-Con analog
stick caps, SHOXX precision-enhancing shock absorbers for the PS4
gamepad to the GUARD Racing silicone skin set for PS4 gamepads. In typical
style, Speedlink has once again delivered a range of high-quality gifts to suit
any budget.
Nintendo Switch accessories:
Fully charged with the QUAD Charger for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
The brand-new QUAD Charger charges up to 4 Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
simultaneously. Thanks to its smart design, it takes up hardly any space. It’s
also incredibly easy to use as the Joy-Cons just slot in. Status LEDs indicate
when the Joy-Cons are fully charged, so gamers know when to let loose with
the gaming action again.












Article number: SL-330003-BK
4-slot charging station for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
Charging status LED
Simple slot-in design
Connects Joy-Cons to the charging station
USB-C to USB-A cable
Compact design
Charging time for 4 controllers: approx. 6hrs
Cable length: 1m
Dimensions: 127 × 75 × 118mm (L × W × H)
Weight: 120g
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RRP: €19.99
STIX Joy-Con Cap Set for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
Personalise the Nintendo Switch with STIX Controller Caps. They fit the
Nintendo Switch Joy-Con analog sticks perfectly, offering total game control
and maximum ergonomic comfort. With three colours to choose from, the caps
can be changed quickly and swapped easily – for a new gaming experience
and a splash of added colour.












Article number: SL-330603
6 Joy-Con caps for the Nintendo Switch
Perfect analog stick control
Easy to exchange
Improved analog-stick ergonomics
Easy to attach – removable at any time
3 colours for Joy-Con® personalisation
Dimensions: 6 × 18mm (height × diameter)
Weight: 0.7g
RRP: €7.99

CADDY & STIX Protect & Control Set for the Nintendo Switch
The padded CADDY Case protects the Nintendo Switch against scratches and
knocks when on the move. Thanks to its cavernous design, the CADDY can
hold five games and features an additional internal compartment for extra
storage space. The colourful STIX with their retro-gaming look attach to the
Joy-Con analog sticks to personalise the controllers – with the black STIX
improving grip and gaming performance.













Article number: SL-330200-BKGY/BKRD
Padded carry case
Game compartments
Soft lining
Increased grip
Dimensions CADDY: 260 × 135 × 40mm (L × W × H)
Weight CADDY: 148g
3 STIX colours for personalisation
Improved analog-stick ergonomics
Easy to attach – removable at any time
Dimensions STIX: 18 × 6mm (height × diameter)
Weight STIX: 0.7g
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RRP: €19.99
GLANCE PRO Tempered Glass Protection Set for the Nintendo Switch
The GLANCE PRO tempered glass screen protector fits to the Nintendo
Switch screen for protection scratches and cracks. Thanks to its high-quality
clarity, it’s practically invisible – and is the next step up in protection to the
GLANCE Screen Protection Set, which also offers great scratch protection.










Article number: SL-330504
Tempered glass protector for the Nintendo Switch
Protects the screen from scratches and cracks
Easy, bubble-free application
Crystal-clear transparency
Includes microfibre cleaning cloth and dust absorber
Dimensions: 93 × 162 × 0.4mm (L × W × H)
RRP: €9.99
GUARD Protection Cover for the Nintendo Switch dock
Protect the Nintendo Switch display against scratches and damage when
docked with the GUARD Protection Cover.







Article number: SL-330501-MTCL
Protective cover for the Nintendo Switch
Protects against dust and scratches
Easy to fit
RRP: €5.99
Grip Handle Set for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
The ergonomic Grip Handle Set for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons offers improved
controller handling for longer-lasting, strain-free gaming fun.










Article number: SL-330605
Grip handle set Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
4 status LEDs
Improved ergonomics
Extra grip
Dimensions: 144 × 37 × 84mm (W × D × H)
Weight: 58g
RRP: €12.99
V-GRIP 2-in-1 HANDLE for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
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The ergonomic V-Grip 2-in-1 handle for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons offers
improved controller handling as well as easy access to controls which would
otherwise be difficult to reach without the V-Grip.











Article number: SL-330602-BK
Grip handle
Holder for Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons
4 status LED cut-outs
Turns Joy-Cons into a gamepad and attaches Joy-Cons to the Nintendo
Switch
Improved ergonomics
Extra grip
73 × 38 × 102mm (W × D × H)
Weight: 41g
RRP: €19.99

RACING Starter Kit for the Nintendo Switch
Corner and drift like a pro with the Racing Starter Kit for the Nintendo Switch.
The ergonomic racing wheel, which the Joy-Con simply clips into, provides
extra grip, while the screen protector saves the Nintendo Switch screen from
getting scratched and damaged. The black caps offer additional grip for
maximum control, and the padded carry box means driving fun is always close
at hand even when on the move.













Article number: SL-330604
Racing Starter Kit
Racing wheel
Screen protector
Analog stick caps for extra grip
Padded carry box
Improved ergonomics
Protects against scratches and damage
Extra driving fun
Additional grip
Maximum control
RRP: €19.99

Sony PlayStation 4 accessories:
GUARD – Racing silicone skin set for PS4 gamepads
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The cool GUARD silicone skin protects the PS4 gamepad against scratches
and damage, plus the analog stick and trigger caps provide extra grip for
incredible game control.











Article number: SL-450701-Racing
Perfect-fit silicone skin
Analog stick and trigger caps
Protects against scratches and damage
Exclusive cool designs
Easy to fit and attach
Clean removal
Additional grip
Optimised ergonomic comfort
RRP: €12.99

Battery Pack for PS4 gamepads for a power boost
The Battery Pack delivers an extra shot of power to the controller. Simply plug
it in to the controller, switch it on as soon as the battery level drops and
continue gaming without interrupting the gaming action.














Article number: SL-450003-BK
PS4 controller battery pack
Charging status LED
Easy-fit design
Power button
Micro-USB charging port
Charge via USB cable
USB-A to Micro-USB cable (0.3m)
Extends battery life by 150%
Charging time: 3hrs
Dimensions: 81 × 50 × 30mm (W × D × H)
Weight: 42g
RRP: €19.99

Comfortable grip with the GUARD SOFT SKIN for PS4 VR headsets
When the silicone pad on the VR headset wears out, simply replace it with the
GUARD Soft Skin for fresh-out-of-the-box comfort. Its soft silicon moulds to
the contours of the face perfectly, for comfortable grip.
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Article number: SL-450702-BK
Silicone pad for VR headsets
Comfortable fit
Moulds to the face
Extra-secure hold
Easy to attach
Removes without leaving a trace
RRP: €17.99

Smoother aiming with the SHOXX GAME ENHANCERS for PS4
gamepads
Gain that critical precision advantage thanks to these easy-fit foam shock
absorbers for the gamepad’s analog sticks. Armed with pin-sharp aiming and
improved movement control, gamers can unleash their full repertoire of
gamepad skills.










Article number: SL-450800/450801-BK
Universal foam shock absorbers for 7mm-high analog sticks
Ultra-resilient hi-tech foam
Perfect for first-person shooters and racing games
Increased analog-stick resistance, plus improved control and precision
Dimensions: 5 × 18mm (height × outer diameter)
Weight: 0.1g
RRP – 4 SHOXX €6.99
RRP – 8 SHOXX €9.99

Cool stickers to take the PS4 gaming experience to the next level
Custom-fit themed stickers protect the surface of the games console and
controller against scratches, plus they give them a cool new look.









Article number: SL-450700-ZOMBIE/-SKULL/-WOOD/-CAMO
Custom-fit themed stickers for the PS4 PRO
Stickers protect against scratches
Exclusive cool designs
Easy, bubble-free application
Clean removal
4 designs available
RRP: €19.99
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About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office &
entertainment peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has
positioned itself very successfully in the PC, video gaming console and
handheld accessories market. The product portfolio of its own brand
Speedlink® includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories.
Speedlink® products feature impressive cutting-edge technology
combined with design excellence and outstanding functionality. Through
Speedlink®, Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40 countries.
Get in touch at any time if you have any questions, require additional
information, want to request an interview, or want us to send you
products for testing. If you publish anything, we’d really appreciate a
courtesy copy.
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